Hummingbird Feeders: Comparison Chart
Drs. Foster & Smith Educational Staff

The key to hummingbird happiness is a multitude of feeders around your yard. That's
because hummingbirds can be territorial with nectar sources. They may try to
monopolize a single feeder, chasing intruders away. However, an aggressive bird
simply cannot monopolize several feeders at once, so it works to your viewing
advantage to maintain several feeders.
We want to make it easier for you to select the styles and designs that work best in your yard and meet the needs of your
hummingbird population. Whether you want your feeder to double as backyard décor, or simply want a basic nectar
container, we've got what you need at a competitive price.
Don't forget the nectar, too, so you're ready to feed when your feeders arrive. And remember to clean and refill your feeders
about every 3 days in warm weather.

Feeder

Made of

Holds

Size

Price Bee/Ant
# Ports
Range Resistant

24 oz Glass
Feeder

Glass/plastic

24 oz 6-1/2"
x 10"
high

Colibri

Thick glass,
brushed
copper

12 oz 3-1/2" $10-25 no
dia x
11-1/2"
high

HummZinger
Excel

UV stabilized 16 oz 9" dia
polycarbonate

$10-30 yes

6 with Lifetime
circular guarantee
perch

HummZinger
HighView

UV stabilized 12 oz 7-5/8"
polycarbonate
dia x
1.5"
high

$10-25 yes

4 with
rim
perch

Lifetime
guarantee

HummZinger
Jewel Box
Window
Feeder

Polycarbonate 8 oz

$10-25 no

3

Window-style;
half-round
shaped with
ports and
perch

Red Antique
Bottle

Glass/brushed 16 oz 5-1/2" $10-25 yes
copper/plastic
x
10-1/2"
high

4

Ruby glass
feeder features
a raised-relief
of a
hummingbird
in flight

7-1/2"
x
5-1/2"
x 2"
high

$10-25 yes

Special
Features

4 with Glass milk
circular bottle styling;
perch
wide mouth
for filling
4 with Shiny copper
circular cap and base
perch
attracts birds
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Dr. JB's 16 oz Glass/plastic
Clean Feeder
for
Hummingbirds
Window
Hummer 2

16 oz 7" dia x $10-25 yes
9-1/2"
high

UV stabilized 6 oz
polycarbonate

6-1/2" $10-25 yes
x 6" x
2" high

4

No leak
design;
Wide-mouth
nectar tube

2 with
rim
perch

Droll
Yankees; easy
on/off for fills;
compact
window design
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